NAS Status Information Subgroup Memo


Subject:	NAS Outages data item for NAS Status Information

To:		Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		M. Hecht, SoHaR

Date:		April 25, 1997


1. 	Name of Item

NAS OutagesFormerly titled Nav aids outages,  however, actually applies to all NAS equipment (ARTCCs, radars, voice communications, etc.) in NAS Status Information Subgroup memo dated 12 April 1997

2. 	Description of Item

Identifies scheduled outages and ongoing unplanned outages of NAS equipment directly affecting flight. Specific attributes (properties or fields ) are:

·	FAA Facility or service  typeFacility is the FAA terminology for Nav aids and other equipment.  Services are functions performed by one or more facilities operating as a system. (Localizer, ASR, ARSR, RCAG, ARTCC, etc.).  Attachment A provides a list of relevant services
·	Location:  (City, state, lat, long)
·	Type of message:  (outage or restoration message)
·	Type of outage:  (scheduled or unscheduled)
·	Outage start time:  (perhaps GMT rather than local time; can be in the future for scheduled outages; must be in the past for unscheduled outages)
·	Scheduled end time:  (for scheduled outages only)
·	Impact/consequence:  (none, full capability maintained with alternate system,  degraded performance, airway closed, runway closed, minimums raised, etc)
·	NOTAM reference


3. 	Benefits

Users:  All users whose flight plans are or might be impacted by equipment outages including AOCs and  other organizations supplying information to pilots filing their own flight plans

Uses:  To support decisions on 

·	schedule revisions , 
·	flight cancellations (if outages are likely to affect airport operation rates),  
·	flight plans (departure and arrival times, routing -- if affected by equipment outages), 
·	equipment (e.g., sending more capable aircraft to compensate for nav aid outage)
 
Efficiency and safety benefits:   Can mitigate congestion and delays due to outages



4. 	Source of the Data

The National Airspace Performance Reporting System (NAPRS, FAA Order 6040.15C) is the means for collecting data on interruptions to facilities and services and air traffic delays to selected airports in the NAS.  Currently, outage and delay data for major NAS facilities is collected nightly over TINYNET, a network of PCs at General NAS (GNAS) locations.  Tandem computers at the 20 national Air Route Control Centers (ARTCCs) poll these GNAS locations in their control areas and feed data to Washington where the National Maintenance Control Center personnel extract the needed data and process it for review at the ATCSCC and FAA Headquarters the following morning.  When information is not sufficient, the MCC will contact the field facilities for additional background.  The current data includes equipment outages at the 22 pacing airports, busy airports, and ARTCCs, long range radars where there is no overlapping coverage, ASR 9 data, telco-caused failures and other significant data.  The data also includes delays caused by equipment outages and delays of all causes at the pacing airports, Level IV and Level V airports, ARTCCs, and other delays of significance. There is a future system called NIMS (National Infrastructure Maintenance System) which may provide a single integrated timely source for such data.  However, this system will not be in place for several years.

There may be a separate source of data for providing NOTAMS on NAS outages at flight service stations (FSSs).  In addition, other from local airport authorities for facilities not maintained by the FAA (e.g., some runway and taxiway lighting,  construction, etc.) may also be gathered.



5. 	Nature of the Data

Estimated size:  Unknown.  Probably less than 1 kbyte/report

Estimated frequency:  Variable (reports generated asynchronously).  Based on past NAS Performance Reporting System (NAPRS) experience, approximately 140,000 outages/yr, or 400/day indicating failure; another 400/day for restoration.

Reliability of data sources:  Unknown; most likely variable

Accuracy of data: Unknown



















6. 	What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?


Current or planned system to which AOCNet should be interfaced:  The primary system is the Maintenance Management System (MMS) Tandem system located at the NMCC.  It may be also be necessary to interface the AOCnet to multiple Flight Service Stations (FSSs), GNAS PCs and  ARTCC Tandem systems This may be possible by using the appropriate IP addresses through a single physical connection between AOCnet and ADTN 2000 but requires further investigation.  It is highly likely that the Tandems at the ARTCCs are (or soon will be) on ADTN 2000; it is not known what proportion of GNAS PCs will be so attached.. However, this can not currently be determined.  The primary issue affecting this determination is the timeliness of the data.  Delays occur as outage data move up a hierarchy of systems to the centralized MMS (see above).  From the Tandem, it may be necessary to download the data can then be downloaded to another computer which can be more easily interface to ADTN 2000 (and from there to AOCnet).  

Additional manual data entry:  In general, manual data entry would not be necessary.  The exception is  forms that were filled out by hand rather than entering the data into PCs at the GNASs (or elsewhere).

Other actions would be necessary to get this data on AOCNet:  

1.	Procedures for release of raw outage data.  NAS outages are items reportable to congress and are therefore sensitive.  Raw outage data are subject to change can not considered to be official FAA information until a validation process has occurred.  Procedures (including limitations) for release of such raw data must be defined.  Presumably, this procedure can be made similar to that used for announcing outages via NOTAMs

2.	Interfaces to local airport authority data information systems:  A separate data connection would be necessary to local airport operating authorities.  Outages may be reported as part of other systems such as SMA or SAIDS.


7. Other Issues : None





